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3M 7100235893 mounting tape/label

Brand : 3M Product code: 7100235893

Product name : 7100235893

Command™ Small and Medium Picture Hanging Strips Value Pack 17203

3M 7100235893 mounting tape/label:

Command™ Small and Medium Picture Hanging Strips are our innovative solution for hanging framed
photos and artwork securely and damage-free. They hold strongly and remove cleanly using 3M stretch-
release technology.

Make decorating quick and easy with Command™ Small and Medium Picture Hanging Strips. Our strips
lock together to hold up to 1.8 kg (small) or 5.4 kg (medium) of weight, and when you’re ready for a
change can be easily removed without damaging the surface underneath. No holes, damaged paint work
or sticky residue. The decorating possibilities are endless. They’re a great nail-free solution for rented
accommodation where you may be worried about damaging walls. They hold strongly to a variety of
surfaces including solid, hollow and painted walls. Small picture hanging strips hold most frames up to
20cm x 25cm, while medium picture hanging strips hold most frames up to 45cm x 60cm.

Features

Product colour * White
Proper use Indoor
Material Foam
Holding capacity 5.4 kg

Features

Product type * Mounting tape
Reusable

Packaging content

Quantity 12
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